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RESTRiCTXD 

Flat shoct caneis of aluminum alloy (all 17S-T 
esccpt for two soocimens of 24S-T) were tested undor nor- 
mal pr>ssurcs wiih clamped edge sun-oorts in the structures . ..- 
laboratory of the kiggenhei-.ti .Aeer5neutical Labora.t:ry,. 
California Institute of Technology. The t:hicknesses used 
ranged from O.GlO to 0.080 inch; the Panel sizes ranged 
from 10 by 10 inches to 10 by 40 inches; and. the pressure 
range was .from 0 to 60-pounds-per-soua~re-inch gage. 
Deflection patterns were measured and masinum tensile 
strains in the center of the panel were determined by 
electric strain gages. 

The experimental data are represented by pressure- 
strain, pressure-maximum-deflection, and pressuro- 
deflection curves. The results of these tests have been 
compared with the corresoonding strains and deflections 
as calculated by the simile membrane theory and by large 
deflection theories. - 

IBTRCDUCTIOB 

The primary aim of this research project was the 
determination of the deflections and strains in a flat, 
unstiffencd plate subjected to a prLzssure oormal to its 

ovn plane. Plates were chosen so as to have dimensions 
approximating the larger plates on aircraft structures 
(since the larger slates -usually give more trouble from a 
deflection and stress standpointj, and the pressures used 
covered the range of pressures found in pressurized cabins 
and extended on up into the range of pressures that might 
be encountered in fuel tanks and hull bottoms. 

RESTRISTED 



Since the membrane theory of plates gives a sim?ple 
means of calculating the strains and deflections in a 
plate under normal pressures, the experimental results 
have been compared with the results given by this theory. 
In addition, wherever possible, ths _ ex-ocrimental results 
also are compared with theoretical calculations mad2 on 
the basis of a larga deflection theory which, although 
more difficult to calculate, gives more accurate results 
for certain ranges of pressures and platz dimensions. 
The curves presented, therefore, will gice the designer 
the probable range of validity of the various mcth0d.s of 
calculation. 

This investigation, conducted at the California 
Institute of Technology, was sponsored by, and conducted 
with financial assistarcc from, the National Advisory 
Committ.ee for Aeronautics.- 

SYEFlBOLS 

a short side of plate, inches 

b long side of plate, inches 

E modulus of elasticity of material, taken as 
LO.3 x 10" psi throughout 

h plate thickness, inches 

nl, n,, n3 coefficients in the membrane eauation which 
depend upon the b/a ratio as shown in 
figure 11 

P pressure acting normal to the plate, psi 

R=- 1 strain gage resistance, ohms 
l/R, + l/-R.2 + l/R, 

R,, R,, R, variable resistances in the stra-in gage bridge 
circuit, ohms 

RO skrain gage resistance at zero strain, ohlrs 

&R=R-R. 
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deflnction of the plate, normal to its unloaded 
pcsition, inches 

deflection at the center of the plate, inches 

membrane stress, at the center of the plate, parallel 
to the long side of the plate, psi 

membrane stress, at the center of the plate, para-llei 
t0 the short side of the plate, psi 

membrane strain in X-diraction 
c 

i 
ii 

(Gx - WJ) 

membrane strain in Y-direction 

Poisson's ratio, taken as 0.3 throughout 

TESTI>TG APPABATUS 

'Phe main item of equipment consisted of a pressure 
tight, welded steel box over Ttia:hich the plate was held by 
a clamping ring. The sides of the box and the clamping 
ring were ma.de from l/2-by 3-inch angle so as to give a 
very rigid, clamped edge support to the sheet. This unit 
is shown in figures 1, 2, and 3. It was designed to give 
clear openings of 10 by 10 inches, 10 by 20 inches, 
10 by 30 inch.es, and 10 b;r 40 inches, thus giving b/a 
ratios of 1, 2, 3, and 4, reepectiveiy. 

Pressure was aoolied to the plate by admitting air - - 
under pressure to the airtight side of the unit. The air 
pressure was measured by a manometer for the lower pres- 
sure values and by means of a calibrated press*ure gage 
for the higher pressures. Pressure control was by means 
of a valve in the air line, 

Since strain gages !:rere mounted on the under side 
(pressure side) of the sheet, it was necessary to bring 
the electric leads out through the side of the box. lPhi E 
was done by i?stailiRg in the side :\lalis a series of in- 
sulating plugs containing two copper leads, The leads 
from 8 strain gage were then soldered to the inside ends 
of a pair of these copper leads and the connections to 
the bridge circuit were soidered to the outside ends of 
the same leads. 
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The strain gages consisted 0I” l-inch lengths of I.9 
nil constantan wire cemented to, but insulated from, the 
center of both sides of the panel. k rosette arrangement 
cf tie gages was used in which one gage lay parallel to 
the long sideoof the panel, one parallel. to the short side, 
and two at 45 to tke other two. (See fig. 4.; The same 
orientation was maintained on both sides of the panel. 
Since tl;e gage wires crossed at the center of the rosette, 
t.kla wires !vero located at very slightly different distances 
fron the surface of the plate. To offset this, the sane 
stacking arrangement was used on both sides of the plate 
so that - . corresponalng wires on either side VTera al?!:ays at 
the same distance from t’he Elate surface. Since the aver- 
age of the readings fro.? the wires on the two sides of the 
plate was taken to obtain the membrane tensions, the effect 
of stacking is canceled. 

‘Phe method of mounting t-he gages was as follows: FirSt?, 

b 
a piece of i’erg thin rice paper was cemented to the sheet. 
Then wire number 1 was cemented onto the iop of the rice 
paper. Wire number -2 :vas then laid at 90 to number l. and 

t cemented on. T h i s w a 8 f o 1 I, o v e d b y the other tsro at 45’. 
Static tests on a tension specimen indicated that the cali- 
Sration of the wires was not affected by this stacking 
arrangement. 

T:he strain gage bridge circuit used is shown in figure 
5. For gages of different lengths and wire sizes, resist- 
ance Zd Ss adjusted to be nearly equal to the gage resist- 
ance at zero strain. Besistances B,, -5,, and R, are 
accurate decade boxes arid the bridge balance was first ob- 
tained approximately by t.he rough galvanometer Ga and 
finally by the sensitive galvanomet er G, . The gages were 
connected to the bridge through a two-pole mercury switch 
that ::ras hesic;ned to keep switching resistance to a minimum, 
constant Value. 

aeflec:ions rvcre measured with a dial micrometer mounted 
ox a traversing guide that T:rent across t’ne panel. Provision 
was made to lower the micrometer Point. slowly ont 0 the sheet, 
and contact was determined by reflection. 

T’ESTIIT(; pgGcBgU-9E 

. 
The testing procedure consisted of applying a given 

pressure to the pknel 2s determin.ei! by the manometer or 
, 



pressure gage, measuring the strains by determining the 
change in the bridge resistance and taking a deflection s)ro- 
file across the panel at various preassigned points. T;qi s 
procedure was repeated for various pressure values up to the 
maximum pressure assigned to each sheet thickness. 

The greatest inaccuracy in the data is probably in the 
strain re,adir-es. Some difficulty was found in obtaining 
proper cements for the strain sages, and the test data indi- 
cated that some of the gages were slipping. These data have 
been omitted from the respective curves, ,The probable accu- 
racy of the readings plotted in figures 12 to 43 is >f the 
order of 110 Derceni. The bridge eauiunent - - was considerably 
iLlore accurate than the gages themselves. 

Deflection values were measured to the nearest 0. coo1 
inch. The deflection readings are accurate to the nearest 
0.0005 inch; however, inaccuracies in initial. straightness 
and smoothness of the plates might in some cases go as high 
as 0.003 inch, The poorest accuracies in the deflection 
measurement occur in ihe very low pressure ranges. 

The pressure aDDlied to the plates could 3e measurad 
.accurately to 0,l ?si UI, to about 15 psi and to 0.5 psi 

above this value, 

TS ST BE SULT s 

'?b+e curves of center deflection as a function of yres- 
sure are shown in figures G to 9. The se are plotted in the 
form of the nondimensional 

P&f!". 
w o / h ratio against the pressure 

ratio In addition to the experimental points, the 

curve for the center deflection as given by the membrane 
equation of Fappl also is shown. This curve is obtail:ed from 
the equation 

from which 

w r/ 
?b 

0 = nib I3 4h 

w,/h = nl 
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where nl is a factor deFerding upon the b/a ratio of the 
plate as given in figure 11. 

Inspection of figures 6 to 9 shows that the membrane 
eq-uation gives excellent zgreement with the experimental 
points for a square plate (b/a = 1) and that the experimen- 
tal points become more and more conservative (less deflec- 
tion for a given pressure) as the b/a ratio increases, 
In all cases, the test pressures were carried high enough 
so that yielding over a large portion of the plate had taken 
place and, at these high -oressure values, the center deflec- 
tion of the test specimens became higher than the values 
indicated by the membrane eauation. _. 

Figure 10 shows a comparison of the GALCIT experimental 
points with the membrane equation and the theoretical solu- 
tions of references 1 and 2, which are based on lzrga deflec- 
tion theories. For all values, the midpoint deflections 
Fredicted by the nethods of Way 

b 
and Levy are lower than those 

obtained experimentally at GALSIT. The membrane equation, 
which is shown also, gives predicted values which are higher 

3 
in the range O<P /a " 

23 
< 600, 

E .\- 
after which the GALCIT ex- 

Derimental values become slightly higher; although figure 6 
indicates that the membrane equ&tion will give satisfactory 

p /al" engineering accuracy for the thinner plates urn to 
x gT/ 

values of 10'. 

Included in figure 10 are two sets of experimental 
points taken from reference 3. These values were obtained 
on 5- by 5-inch 17S-T plates subjected to normal pressures. 
Since the plates were much narrower than those used at 

.- c 
p /2J4 GAL&, the pressures necessary to give the same 
z 'G/ 

ratio are higher (actually 16 times as high) and this may 
have caused more slipping of the plates in the clamping rings. 
'Phis may account for the considerably higher test deflections 
than those obtained at GALCIT or those -predicted in refer- 
ences 1 and 2. 

Figures 12 to 43 show the measured center membrane 
strains of the plates as determined by the strain gages. On 
each curve are shown also the calculated membrane strains 
acting parallel to the short and long sides of the slates, 
respectively. These membrane strains are calculated fron 
the equations 
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3 cx = 03 J 
b2 

P 2E 
75 h -.- 

J b2 
OY 

= n, 3 p%--y 
h 

where ng and n3 are obtained from figure 11. 
stress-strain relationships 

the following strain equations result: 

f- 

.- 

EX = (ns - CLns13 $- 5 
2 

Using the 

J 

-- 

EY = ng - w3) ( 

3 p2 b" 
-m 
E2 h2 

Figures 12 to 19 cover the strain readings in the lo- 
by lo-inch specimens for various thicknesses. For such 
square plates, the membrane strain at the center of the 
plate should consist of a uniform tensile strain in ~11 di- 
rections. In these figures it is seen that the experimental 
strains as measured by the three gages scatter about a ccm- 
mon line, which is very close ta the strain pradictzd by the 
membrane theory. 

In figures 18 and 19, the curve of the midplane strain 
as given by Levy (reference 1) is included. Although the 
calculated values for these curves do not extend to large 
values of the pressure p, it is immediately apparent that 
the strain values as calculated by Levy are much lower than 
those obtained experimentally at GALCIT, From the experi- 
mental data of the GA%CIT tests it would appear that the 
membrane equations would give a reasonably good approxira- 
tion to the midplane strains at the center of a squars plate 
under normal pressures, 

Figures 20 to 27 give similar curves for the lo- by 20- 
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inch slates. In these cases, there is noticed a definite 
tendency for the experimental strains measured parallel to 
the long sides to be higher than those predicted by the mem- 
brane equation and for the experimental strains parallel to 
the sh0r.t sides to be lower than those predicted by the mem- 
brane theory. Thi 6 tendency increases with thickness, indi- 
cating that, for a rectangular plate, the bending strc;sses 
across the short dimension tend appreciably to reduce the 
midplane stresses in that direction. 

The same trend is shown even more noticeably in figurss 
28 to 35 for the lo- by 30-inch ylates and in figures 36 to 

43 for the lo- by 4O-inch glates. In the larger aspact ratio 
Flates (b/a = 3 and b/a=d) the midplane strain reduction 
In a direction parallel to the short side is quite cozsider- 
able and a design based on the membrane strains would be ex- 
cessively overconservative. 

There is considerable scatter found in the experihiental 
b points of figure6 12 to 43; h owe-u' er , the trends of the strain 

as a %nction of normal Dressure are clearly indicated. The 
scai;ter probably is due 'to two main causes. Bone scat t er . u,:Ldoubtedly is caused by operating technique of the *dire 
strain gages, the most common difficulty being that of get- 
ting a firm cement bond bctlqeen the strain gages and the 
plate. The second cause of scatter, and it is felt that this 
is the most important, was the lack of initial straightness 
of the plates which led to erratic behavior of the strain 
gages, particularly throughout the low pressure rangtis. 

Deflection curves have 'oeen plotted for all spcciE.ans in 
figures 44 to 71. In thesa figures, a threeldinension.al de- 
flection pattern of each panel under load has bocn plottod 
for one Fressure. The var iation of the center line Profiles 
with pressure also are shown i2 these fi,gures, togctncr with 
a magnified portion of the profile near the clamped edge of 
the plate, It was hoped that careful measurements of the de- 
flection near the clamped edges would lead to a curve which 
could be used for stress calculation near tha edge. This 
was not possible, as it a-o-pears from the figures short: thnt 
the greatest amount of bending deflection, even for plates . 
as thick as 0.081 inch, occurs in a region 7rhich is approxi- 
mately l/32 of an inch or less from the point of clanping. 
Bctually, of course, some bending and doformation occurred 
under the edge supports since they could not be kIlllade infi- 
nitely rigid, This explains tha fact that the deformation 

. measurements near the edge of the Flate do not go through 
zero, the zero shift increasing as the pressure on the plate 

. 
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is increased. 12 all these figures, the expanded profile to 
the right corresponds to the edge deflections taken at the 
center of the long side of t:he qlate, vhile that at the left 
corresponds to the edge deflections t aken at the center of 
the short side of the plate. 

It is felt that the deflection data rJresented in figures 
6 to 9 give a sufficiently complete picture of the maxiaum 
deflection of clamped edge aluminum alloy -elates under normal 
pressures so that the curves nag be used directly for design 
purposes. The strain measurements give the variation to be 
expected from the membrane theory and y~~ill be useful for cor- 
relation with more advanced theoretical work which may be 
carried out on this aroblem. Ia the same manner, the defloc- 
tion oatterns which were determined may give aid in dctormin- 
ing the correct deflection pattorn 02 such plates for cloar- 
ante calculations in design and also may aid further thsoret- 
ical research by giving the experimental deflection pattern 
u?on which to base any theoretical stxdp. 

Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory, 
California Institute of Technology, 

Pasadena, Calif., April 1944. 
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Fig. 1 - Test Apparatus. 

Figs. 1,2 

Fig. 2 - Test Apparatus. 
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